FORTY  THOUSAND  AGAINST  THE  ARCTIC
feet in her fragile shoes of thin silk.   An idea flashed through
my mind which held out a promise of partial relief.
'As a matter of fact I remember one new step of ours,
which is very popular in Paris and New York now5, I said,
and beamed when I saw her eagerness. 'We use it in con-
nexion with most dances you know, particularly with the
tango. It breaks the monotony of continuous turning and
double stepping.*
cOh, please do show it me.'
£Well, it's like this.   After we have turned round the room
for five or six times, we hold our partner by one hand only
and march along in the opposite direction to the time of
the music but in ordinary walking fashion.5
'Very interesting, let's try.3
It was a splendid step I had invented. We held each other
by the hand and walked round the room in the opposite
direction to the time of the music. My tired feet found a
wonderful rest. But my partner insisted on keeping the
orthodox ratio of five to one. Five times round the room in
tango, once 'in Smolka', So we went on for another ten
minutes.
The piano-man hammered his sequence of twelve
notes into his instrument mercilessly. In the end my
exhaustion was greater than my pride, and so I proposed
modestly that we might sit down for a while. My partner
seemed quite pleased, and took me along to the bandmaster
to thank him for his good work.
'Meet my. husband', she said; and he welcomed me with
'Ochm pryatnoS We started a friendly conversation on
the topic of dance music. After a while my partner offered
to get us some lemonade, and in her absence I said: 'Tell
me, tovarich musician, do you people in Russia always dance
so long in one run?'
He was baffled. 'Well, tovarich journalist, as a matter of
fact I wanted to ask you the same question. Do you people
in Europe keep the floor so long each time? I was quite
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